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Body and Fender Repair Tools
Miscellaneous Tools

Type Description Part Number Std. Pkg. 
Qty.

ADJUSTABLE
AND

FLEXIBLE
FILE

HOLDERS

Permits use of files to 14" . Handle adjustable for both 
right and left hand use for working close to offset or 
panels . Permit flexing either way to maximum point of 
 safety against breakage . 
Weight 1.7 lb

1150 1

STANDARD
14"

BODY
FILE

Vixen milled, curved tooth . Plain blade . Flexible, 
standard cut, 8 tooth . 
14" long. Weight .66 lb

1158F 5

STRAIGHT
SHELL
BODY
FILE

Vixen milled, curved tooth . Plain blade . Half round shell, 
8 tooth . Concave for shallow concave work .
14" long. Weight .66 lb

1163F 5

BODY
DENT

PULLER
TOOL

Slide hammer activated . This tool provides a remarkably 
simple and easy method of removing a dent in a door or 
panel . Merely punch or drill a hole in the deepest part of 
the damage and insert a self-threading screw or hook . 
A few light impacts with the slide hammer will return 
the metal to original position . Shaft is 1/2" × 13" with 
locking device to keep screw from turning . Cadmium 
and black oxide rust-proof finish . 
Weight 3.9 lb

DP38 1

THE KEY
TO

METAL
BUMPING

This book, entitled “The Key to Metal Bumping,” is an 
excellent instruction manual and guide for every body 
man or student . It provides authoritative reference for 
techniques and methods for all phases of body and 
fender work . Its 126 pages cover most approaches to 
body repair problems . Visual assistance is rendered by 
more than 100 illustrations . It includes explanations of 
many time-saving short-cut methods to make the job 
easier and better . Among other features is a glossary 
of terms used in the trade . This is the third edition . 
The first was published in the late thirties and over the 
years has enjoyed widespread acceptance and usage 
as a guide and test by many public, private and trade 
schools . It is a perfect “tool of the trade” for the student 
and journeyman alike .

BFB 1


